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Abstract: This studyf aims to analyzef the factorsf 

that influencef the capital structuref of property & 

realf estate companies containedf on the IDXf in 

2017 2018. The dataf used is secondaryf data and the 

methodf used is panelf data regression analysisf with 

the helpf of the Eviews 10 applicationf to obtainf aff 

comprehensive picturef of the relationshipf between 

variables with other variables. The samplef in thisf 

study consisted of 47ff property & real estate 

companiesf listed on the IDX inf 2017 2018. the 

resultsf off this study aref profitability and assetf 

structure has a significantf influence on capitalf 

structure. liquidity, growthf and sizef have no 

influencef on capitalf structure. The resultsf of the 

simultaneousf regression analysisf state that the 

profitabilityf off the asset liquidityf growth structuref 

and sizef affect the capitalf structure. 
 

Keywords: Profitability, assetf structure, f liquidity,  
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INTRODUCTION 

A business in a company can run well if its financial manager properly uses funding 

resources both from its own capital and loan from outside parties. The function of a financial 

manager is to make buying decision that must be executed in order to obtain capital in the 

most efficient and effective way. 

Funding decision that is executed properly will affect the company’s value. The funding 

decision also determines how the company can face strict competition. Proper capital 

structure has positive impact on the continuity of a company since capital structure can 

influence the company’s value. 

From year to year, the number of humans born is getting bigger and it means that more 

people need houses for their residence. Property industry is one of industries registered in 

IDX. In 2018, the DER level was 1.6 and it means that funding from loan is bigger than 

funding from other resources. 

The Table 1 shows that in 2016 the leverage of property industry was in unsolvable 

condition, since the total debt was bigger than the capital. In 2017, the use of debt decreased 

so that the condition is solvable. However, in 2018, the level of debt increased significantly so 

that the ratio became 1.6. The high level of debt can be a problem if the company is unable to 
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fulfil its obligation so that there is financial distress that can end with the company’s 

bankruptcy. 

 

 

Table 1. Capital Structure of Property and Real Estate Companies 

Capital/Year 2016 2017 2018 

Total Debt 188,079,848,745 185,097,553,27 428,219,829,25 

Capital  185,097,553,27 228,242,960,21 262,661,906,17 

Ratio  1.016 0.915 1.6 

Source: Indonesia Stock Exchange 2016-2018 (processed data) 

 

Previous researches have been conducted to find the factors that influence company’s capital 

structure. 

The researchers used profitability variable since there was difference in the previous 

researches. Zhao and Ruiyang (2012) states that profitability does not have significant 

influence on capital structure. Meanwhile, a research conducted by Acaravci (2015) states that 

profitability influences capital structure. The researchers used liquidity variable because a 

research conducted by Prasasti (2018) states that liquidity has significant positive influence on 

capital structure. Meanwhile, a research conducted by Wahab and Khairudin (2012) says that 

liquidity does not influence capital structure. The researchers also used size variable since 

there was difference in the previous researches. The research conducted by Ayu and Putu 

(2017) says that size has significant influence on capital structure. Meanwhile, a research 

conducted by Mandagi, Sariguna and Lina (2015) says that size does not influence capital 

structure. And then, the researchers also used variable of asset structure since there was 

difference in the previous researches. The research conducted by Mandagi, Sariguna and Lina 

(2015) states that asset structure has significant negative influence on capital structure. And 

then, a research conducted by Dara and Mariah (2018) states that asset structure has no 

influence. 

This research was aimed to find empirical proof of the influence of profitability, asset 

structure, company’s growth and size on capital structure on property and real estate 

companies registered in Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2017-2018. This research is expected to 

be useful for investor candidates, company managers, and academicians. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

According to Syamsuddin (2009), capital is property owned by a company which is 

used as foundation to establish and run such company. Capital can be from the company’s 

internal and external sources. 

According to Cahyo and Nur (2014), capital structure is the balance between foreign 

capital (long term) and proprietary capital. Capital structure issue is important issue for each 

company, since the condition of capital structure will have direct effect on financial position 

of such company. The company which has bad capital structure, where it has large amount of 

debt, will have heavy burden. 

2.3 Pecking Order Theory 

The Pecking Order theory was invented by Myers and Majluf (1984). They explained 

that Pecking Order Theory is a level of company’s funding that shows that the company 

prefers internal fund in funding investment and implements it as growth opportunity. The 

Pecking Order theory says that managers prefer internal funding to external funding. 
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Profitability. According to Kashmir (2014), profitability ratio is the ratio to assess the 

company’s ability in seeking profit. This ratio also gives level of management effectiveness of 

a company. The management effectiveness is seen from profit generated from sales and 

investment revenue. The profitability ratio can be used by using comparison among various 

components in balance sheet and profit or loss report. This research used ROE (Return On 

Equity) measure, that is net profit after tax/total equity. The bigger company’s profit, the 

bigger retained profit that can be used in the company’s operation. The company’s main 

choice in selecting funding is retained profit so that increasing capital structure will cause 

lower use of debt (Farisa & Widati, 2017). The previous research conducted by Wahab and 

Khairuddin (2012) states that profitability has significant positive influence on capital 

structure. And then, a research conducted by Dewi and Gede (2017) also states that 

profitability has significant positive influence on capital structure. 

Company Size. According to Susanti and Agustin (2015), company size can be 

construed as benchmark of company size seen from equity value, sales value, or company’s 

total assets. According to Ariyanto (2002), company size will influence capital structure, the 

bigger company size, the bigger fund needed by company to invest. A research conducted by 

Zhao (2012) states that Size Variable has significant positive influence on capital structure. A 

research conducted by Hardanti and Barbara (2010) also says that Size has significant 

influence on capital structure.  

H1: company size has positive influence on capital structure 

 Asset Structure. According to Brigham and Houston (2013) Asset Structure is the 

balance or comparison between fixed Asset and total assets. Asset structure depicts assets 

owned by company that later can be collateral or guarantee to get funding outside company. A 

company whose assets are adequate to be used as collateral tends to use much debt. 

Meanwhile according to Zuliani and Ayik (2014), “Asset structure in a company has 

influence on funding sources.” A previous research conducted by Mandana and Luh (2015) 

says that asset structure has positive influence on capital structure.  

H1: company’s asset structure has positive influence on capital structure 

 Liquidity. According to Syahyunan (2015), liquidity ratio is a ratio which is used to 

know a company’s ability in fulfilling its short-term obligation punctually. A company’s 

liquidity is shown by the amount of current asset, that is asset which can be easily converted 

to cash that includes cash, securities, receivables, and supplies. If a company has high 

liquidity, it means that such company is capable of paying short-term debt. Therefore, the 

company tends to lower the total debts, that finally the capital structure will be smaller 

(Armelia & Ruzikna, 2016). A research conducted by Suherman and Umi (2019) states that 

liquidity has positive influence on capital structure. 

H1: Liquidity has positive influence on capital structure. 

 Company Growth. Kusumajaya (2011) thinks that growth is the increase or decrease 

of total assets owned by a company. A company’s asset is asset used for company’s operating 

activities. Such asset is expected to increase the company’s operation result so that trust will 

increase and to give positive signal for external party or internal party in the company. The 

higher company’s growth level will affect the company’s capital structure, where such 

company tends to retain the use of debt to avoid risk due to business uncertainty (Brigham 

and Houston, 2013). The previous research conducted by Suweta and Made (2016) states that 

growth has significant positive influence on capital structure: 
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H1: Growth has positive influence on capital structure. 

  

RESEARCH METHODS 

This research is a quantitative research with causality design, since it is aimed to find 

the influence of independent variables on dependent variable. The dependent variable is 

capital structure meanwhile the independent variables are profitability, asset structure, 

liquidity and company size. 

The research population is property & real estate companies registered in the 

Indonesia Stock Exchange. In 2018, there were 54 property & real estate companies 

registered in the Indonesia Stock Exchange. The research sample was determined by non-

probability sampling technique. It is a sampling technique that does not give same 

probability for each population element to become sample (Sugiyono, 2012). The criteria 

in sampling of this research are: 1) the sample is property and real estate company which 

is continuously registered in the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2017-2018 and 2) the 

company’s financial report of 2017-2018 is completely available pursuant to the need of 

this research in the observation period. Based on such criteria, 47 companies became the 

research sample. 

The research data is secondary data obtained from documentation. The data is cross-

section data (47 companies) and time series data (year 2017-2018) or panel data. 

The dependent variable (Capital Structure) was measured by Debt to Equity Ratio 

(DER). The independent variables are profitability (measured by Return on Equity, that is 

ratio of net profit after tax to Total Equity), asset structure (measured from the ratio of 

fixed asset to total assets), liquidity (measured by Current Ratio that shows the ratio of 

current assets to current liabilities), growth (which is measured by growth level, that is 

ratio of total assets (t) – total assets (t-1) to total assets (t-1)) and company size which is 

measured with Ln (total assets). 

To determine the influence of independent variables on dependent variable, the 

researchers used regression approach, that is double data panel regression. The regression 

model which was used is: 

SM = α + β1ROEit + β2SAit + β3LIKit + β4GROit + β5SIZEit + εit    

………………….  (1) 

Where 

SM     = Capital Structure   

α     =Constant (intercept)  

β1, β2, β3, β4, β5 = Regression coefficient of each independent variable 

ROE     = profitability 

SA    = Asset Structure  

LIK     = Liquidity 

GRO     = Growth 

SIZE    = company size 

  ε     = Errorfterm 

  i     = company 

  t     = time period 

The steps taken to analyze panel data regression are: 1) Choosing the best panel model 

among common effect model, fixed effect model, and random effect model. The 

determination of the best model used chow test, hausman test and lagrange multiplier test, 

2) Conducting classic assumption test (normality test, autocorrelation test, 

multicollinearity test, and heteroscedasticity test). Classic assumption test was used to 
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ensure that the generated regression model is BLUE (best linear unbiased estimator), 3) 

Analyzing the proposed regression model based on F test and determination coefficient 

score, and 4) Analyzing the influence of independent variables on dependent variable 

using t test on the generated regression coefficient. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESEARCH RESULT AND DISCUSSION  
 

Table 2. Descriptive Analysis 

      Capital Structure Profitability Asset Structure Liquidity   Growth       Size 

 Mean  0.4204  0.0591  0.0855  3.5054  0.0971  9.64E+12 

 Median  0.2530  0.0448  0.0320  2.0068  0.0472  5.83E+12 

 Maximum  2.8659  0.4420  0.6161  35.180  1.1749  5.21E+13 

 Minimum  0.0010 -0.2445  0.0002  0.0021 -0.9098  7.51E+10 

 

The Table 2 shows that capital structure (DER) has mean score of 0.4204. It means 

that in every one hundred Rupiah of equity, there are 42.04 Rupiah of debt. In average, 

property and real estate companies in 2017-2018 are in solvable condition. The minimum 

DER score of 0.001 occurred in the company Sitara Propertindo in 2018. The maximum score 

of 2.8659 occurred in the company Plaza Indonesia Realty in 2017. 

Profitability (ROE) has mean score of 0.0592. It means that one hundred Rupiah of 

equity generated net profit of 5.92 Rupiah. The maximum score of 0.4420 was in PT Natura 

City, Tbk of year 2017 and the minimum score -0.244500 occurred in PT Cowell 

Development, Tbk of year 2018. 

Asset Structure has mean score of 0.8558. It can be explained that in average, every 

one hundred Rupiah of total assets has 85.58 Rupiah of fixed asset. The maximum score of 

asset structure of 0.6161 was in PT Duta Anggada Realty, Tbk of year 2017. The minimum 

score of 0.0002 occurred in PT Eureka Prima Jakarta, Tbk, also in 2017. 

The mean score of Liquidity is 3.5055. It means that in average, property and real 

estate companies were in liquid condition. In every one hundred Rupiah of current liabilities, 

there were 350.5 Rupiah of current asset to fulfil them. The maximum score of 35.1803 

occurred in PT Eureka Prima Jakarta, Tbk of year 2018. The minimum score of 0.0021 was in 

PT PP Properti of year 2017. 

In average, property and real estate companies experienced growth of 9.7167%. The 

maximum growth of 117.49% occurred in PT Lippo Cikarang, Tbk in 2017. The minimum 

growth of -90.98% occurred in PT Sitara Propertindo, Tbk in 2018. 

The size of property and real estate companies in general is 9.64E+12 (Write in 

million Rupiah unit). The largest company was PT Bumi Serpong Damai in 2018, with asset 

value of 5.21E+13. The smallest company was PT Jababeka in 2018, with asset value of 

7.51E+10 Rupiah. 
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Inferential Analysis  

 The result test of the best panel regression model is presented on Table 3. The best 

panel model is Random Effect Model (REM). 

Testf Optionffff Testfff Stat_count Probfff Conclusion ff 

Chowf CEMfvsfFEM Fffff ….. 0,000 Not best PLSf 

Hausmanf 

LMf 

REMfvsfFEM 

REMfvsfCEM 

Chi2f 

Breusch-

PaganfCross-

sectionff 

8,92 0,780 

0,000 

best REMf 

best REMf 

 

 

Classic Assumption Test 

Normality Test 

 

 The result of normality test shows probability score of Jarque-Biera of 0.756959. The 

probability score is bigger than significant degree (α = 5%) and it means it accepts the H0. It 

can be concluded that its residual is normally distributed. 

Multicollinearity Test 

 

 The above multicollinearity test shows that VIF of each independent variable has 

score less than 10.00. It can be concluded that the model did not face multicollinearity issue. 

Heteroscedasticity Test 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

          
C 5584.288 7528.415 0.741761 0.4602 

fProfitability -0.976454 0.643529 -1.517344 0.1328 

Asset Structure 0.399575 0.269171 1.484462 0.1413 

fLiquidity -0.011707 0.007155 -1.636083 0.1054 

fGrowth -0.218780 0.157786 -1.386559 0.1691 

fSize -0.005961 0.025797 -0.231095 0.8178 

 Source: Eviews Output 
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 The result of Heteroscedasticity test above shows that the score of Probability of 

Glejser test of each independent variable is bigger than 0.05 (5%). Profitability variable (X1) 

has score of 0.132, Asset Structure (X2) scored 0.141, Liquidity (X3) scored 0.105, Growth 

scored 0.169 and Size (X5) scored 0.817. It can be concluded that there was no 

heteroscedasticity indication in this research model. 

Autocorrelation Test 

 The autocorrelation test generated Durbin Watson score of 1.95. The DW table with 

significance of 0.05 and data number (n) = 94 as well as k = 5 (k is the number of independent 

variable) shows dU score of 1.77. The DW score fulfils equation du<DW<4-dU. It can be 

concluded that there was no autocorrelation issue. 

 The data processing using Eviews software generated data as presented on Table 5. 

Table 5. The Influence of Profitability, Liquidity, Growth and Company Size on Capital 

Structure of Property and Real Estate Companies Registered in the IDX in 2017-2018 

(Random Effect Model) 

Variable Regression Coef. tstatistic Prob 

Constant  0.166479 0.215081 0.8302 

ROE  -0.063452 1.747924 0.0348 

SA 0.798254 2.073441 0.0411 

LIK -0.013646 -1.281547 0.2034 

GRO 0.041892 0.499484 0.6187 

Size 0.008011 0.304325 0.7616 

                                                                                                                    

R2 0.072032   

Adj-R2 0.149307   

 

 Based on the output of Eviews, the score of F-count is 2.7595 meanwhile the score of 

table f with level of α = 5% is 2.318. Thus, F count > F table (2.7595 > 2.318). Therefore, the 

H1 is accepted. It means that variables of profitability, asset structure, liquidity, growth and 

size simultaneously have significant influence on capital structure. Based on the above table, 

the score of Adjusted R squared is 0.1493017 and it can be concluded that independent 

variables used can explain in the amount of 14.93% on the dependent variable. The generated 

regression equation is: 

SM = 0.1664 -0.06634ROE + 0.7982SA -0.0136 LIK + 0.0418 GROit + 0.0080SIZEit 

 The constant value is 0.166 with significance of 0.8302. It means that the constant is 

not significant (does not have correlation). 

 The ROE regression coefficient has score of -0.0634 with the score of tcount of 1.7479 

(ttable of 1.662). It means that profitability has positive and significant influence on the capital 

structure of property and real estate companies. The coefficient score of 1.75 shows that if 

profit (ROE) increases by 1 unit, then the level of debt will increase by 1.75 unit. 

 The regression coefficient of Asset Structure has score of 0.7982 with tcount of 2.073. 

The tcount score is bigger than the ttable score (2.073 > 1.661). It means that asset structure has 

positive and significant influence capital structure. The coefficient score of 2.073 shows that 
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if asset structure increases by 1 unit (total fixed assets to total assets), then the level of debt 

will increase by 2.07 unit. 

 The regression coefficient of liquidity has score of -0.0136 with tcount of -1.281. This 

score is smaller than the score of ttable (-1.2815 < 1.661). It means that Liquidity has no 

influence on capital structure. 

 The regression coefficient of the fourth variable, growth, has score of 0.0418. The 

score of tcount of 0.499 is smaller than the score of ttable (0.499 < 1.661). It means that growth 

has no significant influence on capital structure. 

 The regression coefficient of company size has score of 0.008 with tcount of 0.304. The 

tcount is smaller than ttable (0.3043 < 1.661). It means that Size has no significant influence on 

capital structure. 

 Among the variables with significant influence, the variable of Asset Structure has 

bigger influence. 

 The finding of this research that Profitability has positive and significant influence 

supports the trade-off theory. This finding also supports the result of Wahab’s research (2012) 

that says that profitability of property companies has positive and significant influence on 

capital structure.  

 The finding of this research that asset structure has positive and significant influence 

supports the trade-off theory. This finding also supports the result of Nhung and Nguyen’s 

research in 2017 that says that asset structure of property companies has positive and 

significant influence on capital structure. 

 The finding of this research that Size has no significant influence on capital structure 

does not support the trade-off theory. This finding is also in line with the result of Zhao’s 

research (2012) that says that Size of property companies has no influence on capital 

structure. 

CONCLUSION 

The result of regression analysis test of panel data shows that profitability and Asset 

Structure have positive and significant influence on capital structure. Meanwhile Liquidity, 

Growth and Size have no influence on capital structure. 

It was found that Asset structure has significant influence on capital structure. 

Therefore, if a company desires to increase its debt, then its fund should be invested in the 

form of fixed assets. 

Investor who considers capital structure of a company in its investment policy will 

understand if property and real estate company increases its debt when its profitability and 

asset structure increase. Investors, especially majority investors, should also supervise the 

utilization of a company’s debt so that it will be wise and the company remains capable of 

fulfilling is obligation. 

The ability to explain regression model in this research is relatively low. Therefore, in 

the next researches, they shall include explaining variables, such as investment policy, 

dividend policy, or company’s operation policy, as well as shares ownership by management 

or institution.  
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